
In Charge Types

ESTJ    ESTP    ENTJ    ENFJ Direct Initiating Control

Synopsis:

In Charge types are action-based and outcome-oriented. Whether they’re domineering, ambitious,
or inspirational, they are forces of nature who are always memorable. They are the leaders who
move humanity forward in determined, assertive, and direct ways. While they each do this
differently, there are some shared, observable tendencies; such as the tendency to become
workaholics. Those who are especially career- or goal-focused might struggle with simply relaxing,
preferring to spend their free time working on a car or hustling a side gig. Wasting time and making
irresponsible decisions are two things that don’t sit well with these folks, since they value
efficiency, strategic thinking, and clear, concise communication.

Their interest and attention are first drawn to external objects, situations, and people, and it takes
more effort to look inwards than it does to observe what lies around them. The Affiliatives (ESTJ,
ENFJ) make decisions based on how consequences will affect the whole before considering their
own preferences, such as how their actions could help or hinder a social cause or organization. The
Pragmatics (ENTJ, ESTP), on the other hand, are more focused on reaching a personal and concrete
goal and consider social or interpersonal effects as a secondary factor.

Despite their gender, they tend to come off as masculine and alpha, taking on leadership roles
naturally and with the knowledge and belief that: “If you want it done right, do it yourself”.

How these qualities manifest in society:

ESTPs and ENTJs frequently test and challenge systems (political, social, technological).
They then use their unique skills to optimize, break down, or rebuild those that don’t work,
and those that could be better. ESTJs will seek to uphold systems rather than challenge
them, and ENFJs will act in alignment with their ideals, whether it leads to them
challenging the status quo or supporting and cherishing it.


